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60 The End of Solution Sales High-performing reps have a new strategy—they’re selling insights and coaching customers on how to buy. Brent Adamson, Matthew Dixon, and Nicholas Toman

70 Motivating Salespeople: What Really Works How to get the most out of everyone on your sales force, from laggards to stars Thomas Steenburgh and Michael Ahearn

76 A Radical Prescription for Sales Are commissions working? Daniel H. Pink

78 Selling into Micromarkets A big data approach to optimizing sales Manish Goyal, Maryanne Q. Hancock, and Homayoun Hatami

88 Tweet Me, Friend Me, Make Me Buy Mastering the new art of social selling Barbara Giamanco and Kent Gregoire

94 Teaching Sales Companies can—and should—play a dynamic role in increasing the pool of sales talent. Suzanne Fogel, et al.

101 The View from the Field Executives from Boston Beer, Ford, Pfizer, Walmart, IBM, and Eureka Forbes describe how they increased sales.
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The Big Idea

What Good Are Shareholders?
A governance system that relies on shareholders to keep corporations on the straight and narrow is doomed to fail. Justin Fox and Jay W. Lorsch

Cultural Change That Sticks
Stop fighting your company’s culture—and start working with and within it. Jon R. Katzenbach, Ilona Steffen, and Caroline Kronley

Do You Know Your Cost of Capital?
You may think you do, but you probably don’t. And the consequences of that misperception can be huge. Michael T. Jacobs and Anil Shivdasani

Points of Law: Unbundling Corporate Legal Services to Unlock Value
New ways to acquire legal services are fast emerging. Both corporations and law firms can benefit from renegotiating their traditional relationships. Danny Ertel and Mark Gordon

A Better Way to Tax U.S. Businesses
High rates and perverse incentives are pushing investments out of America. But a handful of changes could transform the U.S. tax system from an obstacle into an asset. Mihir A. Desai
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DuPont’s CEO on Executing A Complex Cross-Border Acquisition
After putting together an offer under intense time pressure, Kullman’s team had to meet unusual regulatory and shareholder challenges to complete the deal. Ellen Kullman
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The Growth Opportunity That Lies Next Door
A Brazilian beauty company’s best prospects for expansion are close to home. Geoffrey Jones
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Why Life Sciences Needs Its Own Silicon Valley
An industry cluster for the field of human genomics could be a wellspring of innovation, diagnosis, and treatment. PLUS The constant job hopping of young managers, and the dearth of women in hot finance jobs

32 DEFEND YOUR RESEARCH
You’ll Golf Better If You Think Tiger Has Used Your Clubs
Why you can “catch” success from a star’s equipment
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A snapshot of the activity and communities in several social sites
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38 HAL BRIERLEY
What should the next generation of airline and hotel loyalty programs look like?
40 CARL SCHRAMM
Let’s do a better job of educating our entrepreneurs.
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147 MANAGING YOURSELF
Disrupt Yourself
Apply Clay Christensen’s concept of disruptive innovation to your own career—using four simple principles. Whitney Johnson

153 CASE STUDY
Bonuses in Bad Times A Spanish retailer considers whether to pay out annual bonuses during a recession. Daniela Beyersdorfer, Vincent Dessain, and Zeynep Ton

158 SYNTHESIS
How companies can earn back our trust Julia Kirby
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164 LIFE’S WORK
Bela Karolyi The famed Olympic gymnastics coach explains how to groom champions.